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Economic and safe management of nuclear plant components relies on accurate prediction of welding-induced residual stresses. In this study, the distribution of residual stress through the thickness of austenitic stainless steel welds has been measured using neutron diffraction and the contour method. The measured data are used to validate residual stress profiles predicted by an artificial neural network approach (ANN) as a function of welding heat input and geometry. Maximum tensile stresses with magnitude close to the yield strength of the material were observed near the weld cap in both axial and hoop direction of the welds. Significant scatter of more than 200 MPa was found within the residual stress measurements at the weld center line and are associated with the geometry and welding conditions of individual weld passes. The ANN prediction is developed in an attempt to effectively quantify this phenomenon of ‘innate scatter’ and to learn the non-linear patterns in the weld residual stress profiles. Furthermore, the efficacy of the ANN method for defining through-thickness residual stress profiles in welds for application in structural integrity assessments is evaluated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

FUSION welding continues to be the most practical fabrication technique for joining heavy section steel components in piping systems used in the power generation and petrochemical industries. Welding introduces high-magnitude tensile residual stresses in the vicinity of the weld zone, causing cracks to initiate and grow in service.[1] Fitness-for-service assessment of welded components containing defects must take account of residual stresses remaining in the welded joint as well as the applied service loading conditions.[2] Several measurement techniques are reported[3] that can be employed to quantify the magnitude and distribution of residual stress in welds, for example those based on diffraction or mechanical strain-relief methods. In general, neutron diffraction[4] and the contour method[5] can be used to map the distribution of residual stress in austenitic stainless steel piping components. Such measured data can be applied directly in fracture assessments, or used to validate finite element models based on weld mechanics.

Welding-induced residual stress simulated using the finite element method can be largely dependent on modeling approach, constitutive model, and material properties used by the analyst.[6] Recent developments in the capabilities of measurement techniques and improved corroboration between measurements made using diverse methods have created the opportunity to develop data-based models for predicting residual stress in weldments based on experimental measurements. For example, through-thickness residual stress distribution were compared to good effect using neutron diffraction, contour method, and deep hole drilling in low- and high-heat-input welds.[7]

Undertaking residual stress measurements in welds can be quite challenging. Neutron diffraction is being increasingly used to map residual stresses in weldments to depths of several millimeters. However, acquiring reliable stress-free reference parameters in multi-pass austenitic stainless steel welds can be challenging owing to compositional variations, texture, and inter-granular...
Artificial neural networks (ANNs)\[13\] are abstract models consisting of processing elements called neurons that have the ability to generalize patterns associated with non-linear systems. The rationale for using ANN is the ability to map input-output relationships where analytical solutions are unavailable or too complex to develop. A multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is a typical ANN architecture with an input layer, output layer, and an intermediate layer described as the ‘hidden layer’ between the input and output layers. ANNs within a Bayesian framework have been successfully applied in a broad range of problems in material science.\[13\] In recent years, attempts have been made to predict through-thickness residual stresses using ANNs and other data-based models.\[14,15\] However, an ANN approach has not been applied to measured weld residual stress data despite the fact that several parameterised models based on the finite element approach have been proposed. Song et al. identified the pipe radius-to-wall thickness ratio (R/t) and welding heat input (Q) as the two principal parameters governing residual stress distribution in austenitic stainless steel welds.\[16\]

In this work, a structured study of residual stress measurements in austenitic stainless steel pipe girth welds covering a wide range of welding and geometry parameters are presented. The measured data are used to validate residual stress profiles predicted by an artificial neural network approach. Neutron diffraction and the contour method are employed for measuring newly manufactured girth-welded pipes, while historic data were predominantly measured using deep hole drilling (DHD). The DHD method is susceptible to plasticity induced errors and incremental deep hole drilling (iDHD) was proposed to mitigate this limitation.\[17\]

In this paper, we present (i) residual stress measurements in pipe welds having a range of welding and geometry parameters; (ii) development of an ANN predictive approach trained using residual stress measurements; (iii) validation of the residual stress profiles predicted by the trained ANN model; and (iv) critical evaluation of the ANN approach, identifying scope for further improvement.

II. MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Six austenitic stainless steel pipe butt welds were fabricated to perform a characterization study of the residual stress distribution, and the data obtained were added to the measurement database of residual stress profiles from historic measurements. The geometry and chemical composition of the pipe butt welds are as follows:

1: A welded component 35 mm thick, 200 mm long, and 180 mm outer diameter (denoted as ‘A’) made of Esshete 1250 material (0.097 C, 0.45 Si, 6.73 Mn, 14.71 Cr, 9.38 Ni, 0.95 Mo, 0.28 V, 0.13 Cu, and balance Fe in wt pct).

2, 3: Two 25-mm-thick welds, 320 mm long and 250 mm OD (denoted as ‘B’ and ‘C’) made of austenitic stainless steel grade 316 L (0.02 C, 0.51 Si, 0.94 Mn, 16.7 Cr, 11.1 Ni, 2.0 Mo, and balance Fe in wt pct).

4, 5, 6: Three 12.7-mm-thick welds, 300 mm long and 265 mm OD represented as ‘D,’ ‘E,’ and ‘F’ made from 316 steel made of austenitic stainless steel grade 316 L (0.02 C, 0.51 Si, 0.94 Mn, 16.7 Cr, 11.1 Ni, 2.0 Mo, and balance Fe in wt pct).

Welds having the same wall thickness and outer diameter were made using different electrical heat inputs to investigate the effect on the resulting residual stress distribution. All welds were received in the “as-welded” condition. The weldments were sectioned, polished, and etched (electrolytic using 5 pct oxalic acid at 6 V for 30 seconds) to reveal the weld beads and fusion boundaries. Two through-thickness lines are defined: the weld center line (WCL) which is the center line of the weld; and a heat-affected zone (HAZ) line passing through the extreme edge of the weld on the last capping pass side as shown in Figure 1(b).

III. RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENT METHODS

Neutron diffraction and the contour method were chosen to measure residual stresses in the pipe girth welds because they have the capability of mapping stresses through the thickness of the components.

A. Neutron Diffraction

Neutron diffraction has been successfully applied to characterize the through-thickness residual stress distribution in austenitic stainless steel pipe welds.\[18\] In this work, the neutron diffraction studies were performed using the SALSA\[19\] diffractometer at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL), Grenoble, France. The crystallographic strain (\(\varepsilon_{hkl}\)) can be calculated from the lattice spacing (\(d_{hkl}\)) and stress-free reference parameter (\(d_{0, hkl}\)) for a particular set of \(hkl\) planes using the equation:

\[
\varepsilon_{hkl} = \frac{d_{hkl} - d_{0, hkl}}{d_{0, hkl}}. \tag{1}
\]

Determining accurate stress-free lattice parameters is crucial in neutron diffraction strain measurements as a small change can result in significant errors in the measured residual stress distribution. The stress-free
lattice parameter is affected by changes in material chemistry, the presence of texture, large grains, and inter-granular strains. The neutron experiments in this study were conducted to measure the residual stress field of two of the welded pipes, denoted B and C. An access window of dimensions $35\,\text{mm} \times 50\,\text{mm}$ was machined in each of the pipes (see Figure 1(a)) using a die-sink electro-discharge machining (EDM) process prior to the neutron diffraction measurements. Neutrons having a wavelength of $1.648\,\text{Å}$ were chosen to give a diffraction angle of about $99$ deg for the ${\{311\}}$ set of lattice planes. This reflection was chosen for the stainless steel face-centered cubic crystal structure because it has low sensitivity to inter-granular strains arising from plastic strain. The neutron beam was collimated to give a nominal gage volume of $(2.3 \times 2.3 \times 2.3)\,\text{mm}^3$ and each pipe was set up on the instrument hexapod stage to measure strain components in three orthogonal directions (axial, hoop, and radial). The array of measurement points at the WCL and HAZ of the two pipes B and C are shown in Figure 1(b). The measurement location was offset by approximately $90$ deg from the weld start-stop location. LAMP (Large Array Manipulation Program) software was used to analyze the data obtained from the neutron diffraction experiments. Cubes of dimensions $5\,\text{mm} \times 5\,\text{mm} \times 5\,\text{mm}$, representative of the weld and HAZ metal, were wire EDM machined from the plug of material removed from each pipe (to create the access window required to reduce the path length of the neutrons through the steel). Stress free lattice parameters measured in these cubes were used to provide position-dependent reference lattice values based upon second-order polynomial interpolation.

The measured lattice strains in three orthogonal directions were converted to stress assuming a generalized Hooke’s law with a crystallographic ${\{311\}}$ Young’s modulus of $187\,\text{GPa}$ and Poisson’s ratio of $0.30$. The error bars plotted for the neutron measurements of stress represent the uncertainty of fitting a function to the peak shape and background of the diffracted data, and do not include other potential sources of error such as variations in the elastic modulus.

B. Contour Method

The contour method is not affected by composition changes, large grain size, and crystallographic texture that can compromise diffraction techniques. However, it is very sensitive to the quality of sectioning cut and, in certain cases, errors associated with plasticity caused by stress redistribution ahead of the wire during the cutting process.

1. Hoop stress measurement

The contour method can be applied to complex geometries such as welded pipes, but is more challenging than in flat plates. The one-step cutting method was applied in the present work; that is, the pipe was sectioned by cutting along a radial-axial plane (Section XX in Figure 1(c)) with the aid of a specially designed clamping jig. Extensive cutting trials were first conducted on 300 series stainless steel material that replicated the pipe geometry for the purpose of choosing cutting parameters that gave the best cut surface finish. An Agie Charmille F440S wire EDM with a wire diameter of $0.25\,\text{mm}$ made of brass was used with “skim” cut settings. Pilot holes ($4\,\text{mm}$ diameter) were
drilled 15 mm from one end of the pipe in an attempt to reduce opening of the cut flanks and thereby reduce the risk of introducing significant plasticity at the cut tip. The same cutting mode was used for all contour cuts but with minor modifications to the EDM parameters to account for the variation in wall thickness and geometry.

The surface profiles of the mating cut surfaces were measured using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) on a 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm grid with a touch probe system fitted with a 3-mm-diameter ruby tip. The two cut surfaces of each half-pipe were measured relative to a common coordinate system in order to capture the distortion owing to release of through-wall hoop bending stresses (that self-equilibrate across the diameter of the pipe). The surface contours were measured in a temperature-controlled environment after the test component had been allowed to reach room temperature. The datasets corresponding to the cut surfaces of the half-pipe pairs were aligned by translation and rotation of one dataset, before mapping onto a common grid system followed by averaging to eliminate shear stress effects. The averaged data were then essentially cleaned to remove the outliers and smoothed using a cubic spline curve fitting algorithm. In order to avoid over-smoothing or loss of spatial resolution in areas of high stress gradients, the knot spacings of the interpolation splines were optimized following the procedure reported.[21] For each measured pipe, an interpolation splines were optimized following the areas of high stress gradients, the knot spacings of the external and internal surfaces of the half-pipe pairs were aligned by translation and rotation constraints. A linear elastic FE analysis was finally accomplished by applying the displacement boundary conditions applied to the FE model created for determining the hoop stresses.

IV. MODELING USING ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

A. Training and Validation

The ANN was implemented using a back-propagation algorithm[22] with a multi-layer perceptron structure consisting of two layers of weights. The two-layer network has universal approximation capabilities[24] and hence it is not essential to consider other network architectures. The training is undertaken in the MATLAB neural network toolbox[25] using a scaled conjugate gradient method[26] that is capable of providing faster convergence in pattern recognition problems. Figure 2 presents the architecture and flowchart describing the ANN approach. The use of a non-linear transfer function makes a network capable of storing non-linear relationships between the input and the output. A log-sigmoidal transfer function was used in the hidden layer and linear function in the output layer. Initializing the neural network weights with small random values can avoid premature saturation of the sigmoidal functions. The net output y from the output layer is represented by Eq. [2],

\[ y = \sum_{j=1}^{H} w_j \log \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_{ji} p_i + b^{(1)} \right) + b^{(2)}, \]

where \( w_{ji} \) is the weight matrix of the hidden layer, \( w_j \) the weight matrix of the output layer, \( b^{(1)} \) the bias vector of the hidden layer, \( b^{(2)} \) the bias vector of the output layer, \( i \) the number of input variables, and \( H \) is the number of hidden nodes. The number of neurons \( n \) in the hidden layer was iteratively optimized based on the root mean square error of the test and training data given by

\[ RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{s=1}^{M} (t_s - y_s)^2}{M}}, \]

where \( t \) is the desired value, \( y \) the output, and \( M \) is the number of samples.

The weights are iteratively updated during the training based on the sum of squared error governed by Eqs. [4] through [6].

\[ w_{ji}(n + 1) = w_{ji}(n) + \eta (\delta_{ji} y_{ji}) + \lambda \Delta w_{ji}(n) \quad [4] \]

Error \( \delta_{k} = (t_k - y_k) y_k (1 - y_k) \) for output neuron \[ 5 \]

Error \( \delta_{ji} = (t_{ji} - y_{ji}) y_{ji} \sum_{j=ji} \delta_{ji} w_{ji} \) for hidden neurons, \[ 6 \]

where \( \lambda \) is the momentum factor and \( \eta \) is the learning rate.
Fig. 2—(a) Artificial neural network architecture. (b) Flowchart describing the method in this study: \( x/t \) is the through-thickness position, \( Q \) the net heat input (kJ/mm), \( t \) wall thickness, \( R/t \) radius over thickness ratio, and \( Y_S \) is the yield strength at 1 pct proof stress. Log-sigmoidal function used in the hidden layer and linear function in the output layer.

Table I. Details of the Experimental Data Used for Training and Testing the ANN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Weld Process</th>
<th>Weld Heat Input, ( E ) (kJ mm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>( R/t )</th>
<th>Thickness, ( t ) (mm)</th>
<th>Weld Groove</th>
<th>Yield Strength of Parent Material, ( Y_p ) (MPa)</th>
<th>Yield Strength of Weld Material, ( Y_w ) (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (Esshete 1250)</td>
<td>MMA</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>V-prep</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (316L)</td>
<td>TIG</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>V-prep</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (316L)</td>
<td>TIG</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>V-prep</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (316L)</td>
<td>TIG</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>V-prep</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E (316L)</td>
<td>TIG</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>V-prep</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F (316L)</td>
<td>TIG</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>V-prep</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weld C (316L)</td>
<td>SAW</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>double V</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP19 (316L)</td>
<td>MMA</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>outer J</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OU20 (316L)</td>
<td>MMA</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>outer J</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP37 (316L)</td>
<td>MMA</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>outer J</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5VOR (316L)</td>
<td>MMA</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>outer J</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSOld (316L)</td>
<td>MMA</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>outer J</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSNew (316L)</td>
<td>MMA</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>outer J</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSNG (316L)</td>
<td>TIG</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>narrow gap</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR (316L)</td>
<td>MMA</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>outer J</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test data were systematically excluded from the sample set used for training the ANN.
The geometry and welding conditions of the austenitic stainless steel girth welds collated over the last two decades including the measurements of the six girth welds reported in this work are summarized in Table I.

These data were obtained by diverse measurement techniques as part of the UK nuclear industry's research program. Details of each measurement technique used to characterize the residual stress distribution for a particular specimen can be found in Table II.

The training dataset contains deep hole drilling (DHD) measurements [27] that have higher measurement point density through the wall thickness than other techniques. This difference was compensated for in the model by reducing the density of DHD measurement points by a factor of 10 using the interpolation routine in MATLAB primarily to reduce computational time and to ensure the pattern is well captured in the data presented to the ANN. The measured residual stress data of the simulated stress profile are excluded from the training dataset; this is to test the ability of the ANN to generalize the pattern within the parametric space which did not form part of the training.

ANNs sometimes perform poorly when the `weights' are reported to have implausibly large values in order to fit the details in the training data. The principle of Occam’s razor, which states the importance of preferring simpler models over complex ones, is embodied in a Bayesian approach [28] which is particularly useful for weight regularization and marginalization of network output.

The generalization ability of the network is characterized by the error function $E(w)$ described as

$$E(w) = \beta E_S + \alpha E_R$$

where $\beta$ is the parameter controlling the variance in noise, $\alpha$ is the regularization coefficient, $w$ is the weight vector. The regularization term favors small values of network weights and biases, thereby decreasing the susceptibility of the model to over-fit noise in the training data.

B. Histogram Network

In training, many different networks can be combined together to form an ensemble or “committee.” This approach can be useful as it can lead to significant improvements in the predictions with small additional computational effort [29] An ensemble of networks was created by running 250 independent training sessions. A histogram was developed to manage scatter within the neural network predictions and to provide a best estimate of the residual stresses. The 10 pct of predictions with the lowest Bayesian error was determined from the committee of 250 networks and a histogram of the output distribution was uniformly divided to express the model predictions as a distribution plot. The ANN prediction presented is intended to provide a reasonable estimate of through-thickness stress distributions. However, residual stresses evidently exhibit a high degree of scatter, especially in welds [11]. The use of a committee of networks to determine the optimum prediction by marginalization of the output is arguably an effective way of providing a reliable prediction interval of the estimated stress distributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen Description</th>
<th>Axial Stress</th>
<th>Hoop Stress</th>
<th>Measurement Technique(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WCL</td>
<td>HAZ</td>
<td>WCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weld C</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP19</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OU20</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP37</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5VOR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S50ld</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5New</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5NG</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Residual Stresses Measured Using the Contour Method

The measured distribution of hoop stresses for specimens A, B, C, D, E, and F using the contour method are presented in Figure 3. The uncertainties from the measurements are judged to be in the order of ±30 MPa. It is common to observe peak stresses close to the yield strength of the material in the weld region.\(^\text{[27]}\) Maximum tensile stresses as high as 500 MPa are observed at the top surface in the weld and compressive stresses of high magnitude (~400 MPa) at locations close to the weld root. The distributions of hoop residual stresses were found to vary not only with the geometry but also with the heat input used in welding, which matches well with the findings of previous studies.\(^\text{[7]}\) Note that the specimen sets (B and C), and (D, E, and F) have the same geometry but were fabricated using different heat inputs and pass sequences. Moreover, the residual stresses in the vicinity of the weld are strongly affected by the shape of the fusion boundary as is evident from Figure 3. Interestingly, the contour method is able to capture the variation in stress across the weld and through the thickness in all cases. The stress distributions on the top and bottom cut faces of each pipe are almost symmetrical for all the pipe welds, which gives confidence in the contour measurement technique implemented. The minor stress distribution differences that exist are likely to be associated with weld lay-up variations as these samples were welded using the arc processes and are real variations around the circumference.

Figure 4 illustrates maps of axial stress measured by contour method in specimens A, B, and C. Peak tensile stresses of magnitude 350 MPa and compressive stresses

Fig. 3—Hoop stress maps measurements determined using the contour method in girth-welded pipes A, B, C, D, E, and F.
close to −300 MPa are observed in weld A (Figure 4(a)). The variation in axial residual stresses around the circumference of the weld is significant and associated with the finite length, geometry, and welding conditions of individual weld beads. Several through-thickness profiles at angles 15, 30, … 165 deg in the clockwise direction plus an averaged stress profile along the 120 deg segment are extracted from the maps of axial stresses as shown in Figure 1(d). This measurement is of high significance because it demonstrates that the through-wall axial residual stress profile can be substantially different depending upon its location around the circumference and relationship to the local weld lay-up; for example, the maximum tensile stress between −15 and 150 deg varies by 300 MPa close to the inside surface. Similar large variations around the circumference are observed in pipe welds B and C made using a TIG process, see Figures 4ii(b) and iii(b). This evidence illustrates one of the origins of “innate scatter of residual stresses.”[11] It also suggests how a line profile cannot be used to characterize the local through-wall residual stress distribution in a pipe weld, and the value of providing a scatter band using the ANN is therefore emphasized. Overall, the results demonstrate how well the contour method can resolve complex hoop and axial residual stress fields in thick section pipe girth welds.

Fig. 4—Two-dimensional axial stress maps and through-thickness stress profiles at various locations using the contour method in specimens A—ii(a) and (b), B—iii(a) and (b), and C—iii(a) and (b).
Fig. 5—Comparison of through-thickness profiles using neutron diffraction, contour method, and ANN prediction in the axial (left) and hoop (right) direction at the weld center line in specimens B—(a) and (b), C—(c) and (d), and A—(e) and (f), respectively.
Fig. 6—Comparison of through-thickness profiles using neutron diffraction, contour method, and ANN prediction in the axial (left) and hoop (right) direction at the heat-affected zone in specimens B—(a) and (b), C—(c) and (d), and A—(e), respectively.
Fig. 7—Comparison of measured through-thickness profiles with the ANN mean prediction, ANN mean + 2SD, and ANN mean + 3SD in the axial (left) and hoop (right) direction at the weld center line in specimens B—(a) and (b), C—(c) and (d), and A—(e) and (f), respectively.
B. Comparison of Through-Thickness Residual Stress Profiles

Residual stress profiles predicted by the ANN at the weld center line of pipes A, B, and C are compared with the neutron and contour method measurements in Figure 5. In Figure 5(a), the ANN prediction is in reasonable agreement with the contour method measurements obtained at different locations around the circumference, whereas the neutron measurements imply the presence of higher tensile stress close to 280 MPa at \( x/t = 0.8 \). Note the ANN prediction is intended to provide a best estimate of stresses and may not always be able to capture the scatter in residual stresses evidenced in the contour measurement. However, it is highly desirable to be able to predict the peak tensile stresses measured using experimental techniques: under-prediction of stresses in any case is considered to be a weakness of the data-based approach.

In Figure 5(b), the prediction is compared with the hoop stress measurements for sample B. Very good agreement is seen between the neutron and the contour method measurements. However, there is a discrepancy of about 300 MPa between the ANN prediction and measurements near to the inside surface. Residual stresses of magnitude close to 600 MPa in compression were observed in the hoop direction of sample B that were not evident in any of the training data profiles. In Figure 5(c), the ANN prediction tends to under-predict the stresses in specimen C measured by neutron diffraction and contour method in the region \( x/t = 0.4 \) to 0.7. The prediction is slightly better in the hoop direction considering the agreement with the contour method measurements. The ANN prediction for the axial stresses in pipe A is unable to capture the sharp variation of stresses approaching the outer surface. In this case, the scatter among the measurements is higher and a difference of more than 200 MPa is seen at the outer diameter. However, the prediction agrees reasonably well with the measurements made by the contour method in the hoop direction for pipe A (see Figure 5(f)). In general, the ANN prediction is unable to capture high stress gradients near the surface despite the presence of similar patterns in the training data and this may be regarded as a limitation of the present approach.

Similar comparisons for residual stress profiles in the heat-affected zone (HAZ) are presented in Figure 6. There are no contour measurements in the axial direction at the HAZ location and the prediction is compared solely with neutron measurements. The measured axial stress profiles seem to be in fair agreement with the prediction in specimen B (Figure 6(a)), but the model under-predicts the stresses measured using neutron diffraction in specimen C over the through-wall position range \( x/t = 0.5 \) to 0.8 (see Figure 6(c)). The hoop stress experimental data for specimens B, C, and A (Figures 6(b), (d), and (e), respectively) are in good agreement with the ANN prediction. Overall, the ANN was capable of providing predictions for the various cases considered. The change in pattern for the different predictions demonstrates that the ANNs can capture the non-linear pattern in the data trained using the input parameters employed in this study.

C. Critical Evaluation of the ANN Method

The differences in residual stress profiles measured using neutron diffraction and the contour method in Figures 5 and 6 are examined. It was found that there was a general qualitative agreement between the two measurement techniques particularly at measurement locations having peak tensile stresses. However, the magnitude of the measured residual stress distributions showed discrepancies and there are numerous occasions where neutron diffraction measurements have implied higher residual stresses than those obtained using the contour method. This is due to the inherent differences associated with the measurement capabilities of both techniques.\(^7\) It is important to note that the training dataset comprised mostly contour method and DHD measurement data, and under-prediction of stresses by the ANN in many cases (for example see Figures 5(a) and (c), 6(c), and (d)) could be related to the lack of neutron diffraction data in the learning process. Another possible explanation for under-prediction is linked with the extensive amount of deep hole drilling (DHD) data in the training dataset. The DHD technique is capable of measuring two in-plane components of the stress tensor as a function of distance through the thickness. However, the method is not very reliable where the stresses exceed about 50 pct of the yield strength of the material.\(^{38}\) As a consequence, the incremental deep hole drilling (IDHD) technique was later proposed\(^{16}\) as a refinement to mitigate the limitation of measuring high-magnitude residual stresses close to the yield strength and to account for plasticity effects associated with the conventional DHD method. The DHD method is believed to have inferred significantly lower residual stresses both in tensile and compressive direction, and hence would have caused higher prediction inaccuracies in the trained ANN model.

A conservative estimate of residual stress distributions is often required for structural integrity assessments. It is not advisable to use a model that may under-predict the experimental measurements by a large margin. As illustrated in Figure 4, the through-wall residual stress distribution in a pipe weld can vary significantly depending upon location around the circumference and the influence of the weld bead lay-up. The scatter band provided by the ANN can effectively be used to quantify the residual stress variability across the circumference. To demonstrate the robustness of the ANN approach, the experimental measurements along the weld center line are compared with the ANN mean profile (mean of best 10 pct of predictions), ANN mean + 2 Standard deviation (denoted by ANN mean + 2SD), and ANN mean + 3 Standard deviation (denoted by ANN mean + 3SD) each covering 95.5 and 99.7 pct of the prediction data in the ANN distribution plot. In Figure 7(a), the 3SD profile reasonably bounds all the measurements except one neutron data point and a few contour measurements close to the outer surface.
In the hoop direction (see Figure 7(b)), both the 2SD and 3SD profiles effectively bound all of the measurement points. The ANN 3SD profile is not conservative and fails to bound measurements from the through-wall position range \(x/t = 0.3\) to 0.8 in the axial direction of specimen C (see Figure 7(c)). Nevertheless, the 3SD profile bounds all measurements in the remaining three cases (Figure 7(d), (e), and (f)). The results illustrated in Figure 7 suggest that in spite of the limitations in the training data used, the ANN is capable of providing realistic bounding estimates of residual stresses compared with the experimental measurements, as slight over-prediction is permissible if experimental results fall below the prediction band. In fracture assessments, such bounding estimates of through-thickness stress profiles are used to evaluate the stress intensity factor or the elastic crack driving force. The crack driving force parameter that is generally conservative in nature can be evaluated consequently based on a set of conditions (such as crack length, shape, and loading conditions) and are directly used in fracture assessments of safety-critical components.

Predicted residual stress profiles have been found to be in reasonable correlation with experimental measurements by using the training data obtained from diverse experimental measurements that cover a wide range of welding conditions and geometries. The quantitative agreement showed good performance against unseen data within the bounds of the input parameter space. Moreover, the ANN approach was successful in identifying non-linear patterns in both the weld center line and heat-affected zone residual stress profiles. The ANN method is suitable for application where a best estimate of stresses or a bounding profile is required. However, this is subjected to the caveat that adequate sensitivity studies are undertaken prior to the application and appropriate safety margins are included. Additionally, it is not possible to assign any rank or preferential treatment to the measured data used in training. The ANN approach has also not been very effective in capturing high stress gradients and stresses close to the outer surface. This could be resolved by including a series of round robin experiments comprising neutron diffraction and surface measurements. In contrast, the information required to train the neural network is not onerous and takes into account all the key parameters such as geometry and the heat input associated with welding. However, the application of the model requires the construction of an improved database with greater neutron diffraction, contour method, and surface measurements covering all regions of the process parameter space.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

1. A data-based approach using an artificial neural network has been developed that can characterize the through-wall distribution of residual stresses as a function of welding heat input and geometry in austenitic stainless steel pipes. The ANN approach has been validated by comparing predicted profiles with experimental measurements made using neutron and contour method measurements.

2. The contour method was able to resolve high stress gradients in the axial and hoop direction for all the characterized samples. Significant scatter of more than 200 MPa was observed within the measured results at the weld center line in the axial direction and are associated with the geometry and welding conditions of individual weld beads.

3. A structured study of through-thickness profiles was undertaken to identify trends in welding-induced residual stresses in austenitic stainless steel pipes. The ANN has been successful in learning the non-linear patterns associated with the residual stress profiles in the weld center line and heat-affected zone. However, the construction of an improved database by including a series of round robin experiments comprising neutron diffraction, contour method, and surface measurements covering all regions of the process parameter space is recommended for application of the ANN model.

4. The scatter band provided by the ANN can quantify the residual stress variability across the circumference. A profile based on the ANN mean \(+3\) standard deviations is capable of bounding measured residual stress profile measurements in most cases along the weld center line and could be employed as a surrogate method to evaluate the stress intensity factor in structural integrity assessments. However, this is subjected to the caveat that adequate sensitivity studies are undertaken prior to the application, and that appropriate safety margins are included.
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